Method for determining reference changes from patients' serial data: example of cardiac enzymes.
Changes between serial laboratory test results can be significant, even if none of the individual results exceeds the reference interval. We developed a statistical method for the calculation of reference change limits from routine patients' data for situations in which the majority of the patients can be considered suitable reference subjects. The method was applied to cardiac enzyme data [creatine kinase (CK; EC 2.7.3.2), creatine kinase isoenzyme MB (CK-2), lactate dehydrogenase (LD; EC 1.1.1.28), and lactate dehydrogenase isoenzyme 1 (LD-1)] from 2029 consecutive patients. We used hospital discharge diagnoses to exclude patients with the diagnosis of myocardial infarction or myocarditis, but we also studied the characteristics of the method on unselected patients' data. The reference change limits derived from the diagnosis-selected patient group were as follows (U/L, activity measurements in serum at 37 degrees C according to Scandinavian recommendations): CK from -39 to 27, CK-2 from -8 to 7, LD from -86 to 85, and LD-1 from -19 to 15. Similar limits were obtained by conventional statistical methods from a group of 29 hospitalized patients with no myocardial symptoms. Our results suggest that it is possible to produce clinically applicable reference change limits from routine data.